
 
What can you get from CCS?
Improved culinary operations,
expert culinary knowledge,
industry connections, networking
through many culinary and food
affiliations, an on-call mentor, a
diverse culinary background and
moremore .
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ACF Chefs and Culinary
Professionals of Chicagoland,
founded in 1925, is one of the
fastest-growing chapters of the
American Culinary
Federation (ACF). Click herehere  for
more information.
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MeatballsMeatballs
   
I just read an online article written by a young 20-
something writer who went on to describe a list of foods
that baby boomers shouldn't eat any more. One of the
entries was American Italian food-namely spaghetti and
meatballs. As one of the last years of the baby boomer
generation, I was a little irritated! Is it a mundane dish?
Has the perception of it gone down the tubes over the
last few years? I was more upset by the fact that they
suggested that I stop eating it.
 
Long before I thought about writing about spheres of
ground meat, these "not to be eaten relics of the past"
started showing up all over the place. Meatballs were on
an award-winning pizza I had to help produce; my wife
out of the blue ordered spaghetti and meatballs at a
restaurant that included the house specialty of a one-
pound beef and veal meatball. I was watching a
documentary about Chinese food, and it was an expose
of soup meatballs made by a team with military-type
precision and dedication. No grinding here-whole muscles
beaten with a wide-edged flat mallet over an extended
period of time.
 
Yes, frozen meatballs from a bag, jarred sauce and a box
of spaghetti was a big mainstay with eight or nine
mouths to feed while my extended families were trying to
deal with school, daycare, travelling and careers in the
hospitality business. Think about it-do you really have
time to cook some days?
 
That takes me to the one side of the author's argument
that crappy meatballs are all over the place, from frozen
gum balls to bad restaurant versions with too much
bread, no seasoning and limited to a red sauce and
pasta. But on the other hand, meatballs aren't easy to
make. They require a deft hand, solid cooking and
thought. Throughout cuisine, there are numerous
versions of ground meat, fish or starches made into
spheres and baked, fried, grilled and poached.
 
Here are some good ones:

Bun Châ - A smashed grilled meatball from Hanoi
Bo Viȇn - The meatball you find in phó
Takoyaki - The famous Japanese octopus meatball
Keftedes - Greek meatballs especially with lemon
sauce
Albondigas - Mexican meatballs; I like a chipotle
sauce myself
Kofta - Indian, either meat or Paneer, especially
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Recipes, reviews and resources
for everything food and dining in
the Chicago area.  Check outCheck out
what's happening this week.

 
The Cicerone Certification
Program certifies and educates
beer professionals in order to
elevate the beer experience for
consumers. cicerone.orgcicerone.org.

 
The Craft Beer Networking Group
is comprised of professionals
from a wide variety of industries,
and we meet approximately every
6 weeks at different breweries or
craft beer bars in Chicago for two
main reasons: 
 
   1. Networking 
   2. Enjoying craft beer

Email cbngchicago@gmail.com for
more info and to become part of
the group.

  
 

Eater is the source for people
who care about dining and
drinking in the nation's most
important food cities, like
Chicago. A favorite of industry
pros and amateurs alike, Eater
has an uncanny knack for finding
out what's opening where, who's
serving what, and how it's all

with a cashew Korma
Basko - Indonesian street food style in broth with
or without noodles

I am fascinated by the process involved in breaking down
whole muscles and using not just the trim but crafting
protein from whatever source into bite-sized morsels. I
just recently purchased some skewers for my new
smoker/grill to work on a Persian dish called Koobideh
Kebab. It is a chopped lamb kebab that is uniquely
shaped on a flat skewer and grilled over open flame. The
skill and time spent to correctly chop the meat and fat
separately and skill molding the mixture on the skewer is
an art form. This is just another form of meatball but
incorporates a whole other level of though than ground
round, bread crumbs, dried seasonings and a can of
tomato sauce. This is chef's food.
 

 
- Chef John Reed, CEC, CCA

KOOBIDEH KEBAB

How to properly form a Koobideh KebabHow to properly form a Koobideh Kebab

   

BEER

What to drink with a kebab?What to drink with a kebab?

Right now, the local trend is Mexican lagers.
Easy drinking, clean and refreshing. Basically,
an American premium lager with a little flaked
maize in the grain bill. Here is one that just
came out from Hailstorm.
 

Primo Mexican LagerPrimo Mexican Lager
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going down. Find out what'swhat's
newnew  in Chicago.

 
However, I would go completely the opposite
route. With the charred outside, the rich lamb
and sumac, I want something a little bolder. I
want a smoked beer. Here is an award winner
that you can find on the shelf
 

A laskan Brewing Smoked PorterA laskan Brewing Smoked Porter
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